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Abstract: An allegory of modern science.

Part XLV

Once upon a time,
in the land of myth and math, there lived a carefree, little albatross named Algebra.
He had a best friend named Geometry the Giraffe.
Algebra’s favorite game was to fly round and round
Geometry’s tall, tall neck to try to make his head spin.
Algie and Geo spent many, many wonderful afternoons
together. But like every good little Albatross, in the evening,
Algie had to return to his home by the sea. This always made
him very sad. For although Algie loved his home by the sea,
he greatly missed his friend Geometry.
One day Algebra thought how fun it would be if he could be
like his friend Geometry, for then they could spend all their
time together! But Geo the Giraffe (not only being very tall, but also very wise) told Algie,
“If you tried to be like me and walk on the ground–with me being so tall and you so small–
I might step on you, and that would never do. And imagine, with my long neck and long,
long legs, how funny I would look if I tried to fly!” Algie and his good friend Geo laughed and
laughed. Who’d ever heard of a flying giraffe?
So they smiled at each other and agreed, “We’ll be happy just the way we are!”
Algebra the Albatross and Geometry the Giraffe! They’d always be best friends, yet they’d
always be different–each had their own rules to live by. And when Algie realized this truth,
he flew round and round Geometry’s head and they lived happily ever after!
Read it again, Papa! Ahh, I love children’s stories…those dreams of ducks and frogs and flying
dogs. Wonder if I could write a math book full of delightful stories and allegories?
Or maybe…instead of quietly composing prose, I could powerfully pound the pulpit!
I can see it now: the stadium full, the audience spellbound! With the zeal of Billy Graham–
my eyes afire with passionate desire–I begin to tell the tale of Willie the Whale: the “inside”
story of reluctant Jonah swallowed by the “giant fish,” nudged by God, gently persuaded to
go to Nineveh and preach against perverted truth and false gods–the illogical logic that led
them astray. And though Jonah didn’t believe he’d convince anyone, much
to his surprise, the entire city–everyone–even the animals were converted!
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There’s a story with pizzazz! Don’t know if I’m up to spending three days in the belly of Willie
the Whale…but a “math conversion”? I’d sure like to get the world to see math differently.
My father had a knack for seeing things differently, and he sure had a way with words.
Like the time I asked him for help with my math homework. He told me, “Son, looks to me like
equations are like girls. They’re all pretty: Some are pretty short, others pretty long, but most
of them are pretty confusing!”
Yessiree, Dad, I have to agree. Take, for example, Euclid’s definition for geometry:
When two numbers having multiplied one another make some number, the number so
produced is called plane, and its sides are the numbers which have multiplied one
another.
Pretty simple definition for calculating the area of a plane. And another of Euclid’s definitions:
When three numbers having multiplied one another make some number, the number so
produced is solid (cubic), and its sides are the numbers which have multiplied one
another.
Pretty simple rule for calculating the volume of a solid (a cubic form).
But here’s where it becomes “pretty” confusing.
If I try to apply Euclid’s geometry rules to the algebra equation for the area of a circle:
 Starting with the radius of the circle, (r): Multiplying (r) by (r) would be multiplying two
numbers to produce the area of a plane, (r2).
 But when I multiply (r2) by π (the ratio of a circle’s circumference to its diameter,
approximately the number 3.14), now there’s a real problem!
 Multiplying (r) times (r) times (π) would be multiplying three numbers, which wouldn’t
produce an area at all, but rather a cubic solid!
So the algebra “area” equation,

, isn’t a valid equation for area at all! Wow!

I guess that explains why Euclid never had an equation for the area of a circle!
It’s the math conundrum of the ages! Using Euclid’s rule–the multiplication of two numbers
produces a plane–how would you ever write an equation for the area of a circle?
Jumpin’ geometry! I’m starting to see how our friend “Algie” became an albatross!
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But wait a minute. If I look at the equation,

, as pure geometry:

 As (π) is the ratio of a circle’s circumference to its diameter, or ( ),
I can rewrite the area equation as

.

 And since the diameter (d ) is two lengths of the radius, or (2r ),
I can then write the equation as
 Then, dividing by (r ), I can produce the equation

.

 And as half the length of the circumference, ( ), is the semi-circle, the equation for the
area of the circle is the length of the semi-circle multiplied by the radius,
.
Wow! As geometry, the equation is multiplying two numbers (not three)!
Talk about hidden treasure, Euclid!
The geometric truth of the area equation was hidden by the algebra!
The impossible dream of “squaring the circle” was there all along!
Amazing! Now can I see the four parts of a circle as four sides of a
rectangle: the two semi-circles as the two long sides and
the two radii as the two short sides!
I can see the circle as a rectangle! Wow!
That means I can calculate the area of a circle just like the
area of a rectangle–multiplying length times width!
Sure, the equation for the area of a circle would be: half the length of the circumference
multiplied by half the length of the diameter! Easy!
And the length of the circumference added to the diameter would be the “perimeter” of the
“circle” rectangle! Stupendous! “Rectangling the circle”? There it is, fair and “square”!
The moral of the story…Two’s company but three’s a crowd? Yeah, trying to multiply three
numbers to find area will just cause you to fly in circles! And that ain’t geometry!
And the equation of the day: Subtracting algebra from geometry equals the truth of geometry!
So, Algie and Geo, that leaves only one question: What do we do with the leftover pi?
Maybe I’ll buy some ice cream!
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